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dence left much o£ common feelings and sentiments between
the two countries, and oven upfco this day, in all
international affairs, the two Anglo-Saxon nations very
often come together and exercise that wholesome influence
which proceeds from union. K the racial similarity, in
some measure, separated the colonies from the mother-
country for reasons which need not be detailed here, yet
the same factor enabled the colonies to fedeiate together in
1787, and to grow into the world's richest country aud one
of the most powerful nations.*
When Sir Henry Parkes was conducting his campaign
in favour of the Australian federation he had appealed to
the racial sentiments of the people. His words c The
crimson thread of kinship runs through,us all * touched the
hearts of the people and thence forward the movement for
federation increased in volume and importance. These are two
examples of federations having been formed between peoples
of the same race and speaking the same language*
But what is particularly of importance to us here is
not the similarity but the dissimilarity of races which has
pointed to the necessity of a federal union.   The history of
federalism makes it abundantly clear that racial dissimi-
larity, in the presence of other common interests, has been
found not impeding but accelerating the cause of federalism.
.   Lord Durham had found the French and the English war-
ing against each other in  Canada.   He wrote :    " At tho
root of the disorders of Lower Canada lies the conflict
of the two races, which compose its   population;   until
this is settled, no good government is possible."!
* "To all general purposes we have uniformly been one people ; each
individual citizen everywhere enjoying the same national rights, privileges
and protection. As a nation we have made peace and war ; as a nation
we have vanquished our common enemies; as a nation we have formed
alliances, and made conventions with foreign states.'1 The Federalist,
No, II.
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